CHAPTER VI.

WELL CASING.

Well Casing.—Special class of lining tubes for Russian wells—Comparison of early, later, and present casings—Manufacture of tubes—Successive improvements—Distinguishing characteristics of a modern tube.

Length of the Tubes.—Practical reasons for adoption of standard length—Practice of decreasing upwards the thickness of tubes in a column.

Quality of Iron for Well Casing.—Conditions determining qualities desirable.

Butt-jointed Tubes.—Point of weakness in lap-jointed tubes—Description of one example of butt-jointed tube—Drawback—Double tubes—Method of construction.

Method of Manufacture of Riveted Casing.—Modern practice of employing contractors with special tools and machinery—Gauges—Method of setting out rivet-holes—Punching the rivet-holes—Countersinking the holes—Bending the tubes—Facing up the edges of tubes—Caulking and completion.

Pneumatic Riveters and Caulkers.—Attempts to introduce them.

Sizes and Weights of Iron for Tubes.—Useful tables for estimation of weights and sizes of iron for different diameters of casing.

Jointless Tubes.—Theoretical advantages—Practical non-success hitherto—Their probable future.

Riveting the Tubes in the Well.—Description of riveting machine, and mode of employing it.

Screwed Casing.—Success of this form in America, and failure in the Baku oil territory—Some success also at Grozny, where geological conditions approach those of America—Mitigating conditions at Baku—Some failures undoubtedly due to defects in tubes—Conditions to be entered in specification in ordering screwed tubes for Baku, to avoid thread-stripping and breaking away of screwed part.

Tube Clamps.—Description and use.

Raising Lost Tubes.—Necessity for serious attempts to raise—Tube-raiser, procedure, and danger in use.

Tube-cutters.—Construction and use.

Removing Casing.

Repairing Bulged Casing.—Causes making repairs necessary—Description and use of “expander” or “drift.”

Advantages of Different Classes of Tubes.—Conflicting views of experts—Cases in which no variety of tube could resist fracture—Local conditions should decide.

Protective or Preservative Columns.—Opinions divided as to their value—Circumstances in which their value is undeniable.